CPC TESTS

We expect a number of you will get this issue before the issue date and we are including a late breaking test for March 3.

3/3 WNJR-1430 Newark, NJ 0100-0130 ELT, 5 kw. Will consist of tones and voice IDs will possible mention of Golden West DXers Association. Prepaid calls to (201) 668-5000. Reports to Harry W. Randel, CE, WNJR Radio, 1700 Union Avenue, Union, NJ 07083. Arr: Elliot B. Pollock, GWDXA. (EC members--Is this the regular WNJR SP-?HQ)

3/5 WJAZ-960 Albany, GA 0000-0030 ELT, 5 kw, directional mainly to SW. Mon. will use 1000 Hertz tones and ID every 40 seconds! Prepaid calls to (912) 431-181. Reports to Sam Dudas, CE, at Sam's personal address: P.O. Box 772, Albany, GA 31702. Arr: Jim Wallace, NRC.

3/17 KMNS-620 Sioux City, IA 0130-0230 ELT, 1 kw. Will include 1000 Hertz tones, music, voice and code IDs. Reports to Steve Roberts, CE, KMNS, Box 177, Sioux City, IA 51102. Arr: Wayne Heinen, NRC.

3/17 WMLP-1380 Milton, PA 0230-0300 ELT, 1 kw. Will use music with IDs in between each record. Correct reports to WMWP/WOEZ Radio Inc., c/o H. Bingaman, CE, Box 334, Milton, PA 17847. Arr: Dave Rukakoski, NRC.

3/18 WHOL-1600 Allentown, PA 0045-0100 ELT, 500 watts directional N/S. Tue. will use 400 cycle tone, IDs each 5 minutes. Reports to James A. Herbert, CE, WHOL Radio, 1125 Colorado St., Allentown, PA 18103. Via Bill Bergadano, NRC. Look for them here 3rd MM each month.

3/24 KHYM-1060 Gilmer, TX 0100-0200, 5 kw. Will test with tones and Gospel music. Reports to Al Tarasiuk, PD, KHYM, Route 4, Gilmer, TX 75644. Arr: Wayne Heinen, NRC.
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THEY JOINED

Welcome to our newest members. Please write soon and introduce yourself.
Chester Rosch, 2200 West Valencia Drive, Fullerton, CA 92633
John Macdonald, 2739 Conrad Drive, Calgary, N.W., Alberta T2L 1B3 (rejoins)

STATIC FROM HQ

Thanks to those arranging CPC tests. Keep up the good work. We're holding several articles as we build up for another large issue. Also, for next issue will be information from Convention Host, John Clements regarding the Labor Day gathering. Interestingly John plans to take us to Cal-Tech's Seismology Center for a tremor counting session! Please keep in mind that Dave Schmidt is operating as DDXD editor now and all items, double spaced and on one side of paper, should be sent to him, address inside. Dave says calls will be accepted but up to 2130 ELT. His phone number is (302)322-6566.

While we have a little room, a listener in Jamaica is looking for someone to correspond with him from N.A. If you are interested write: Cecil L. Bowen, 16 Osborne Road, Kingston 10, Jamaica, W.I. See you next week and again on March 17 and 31 for more of the best of MW DX! 73 de HQ.

THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST ALL MEDIUM-WAVE DX CLUB
DOMESTIC DX DIGEST

DAVE SCHMIDT
42 CHELWINNE ROAD
CASTLE HILLS
NEW CASTLE, DELA 19720

Editor this issue: Ray Arruda, 47 Burt St., Acushnet, MA

A short one this time – please use one side of paper and ELT. Deadlines continue weekly through March but please note that as in February, we skip March 24.

WRAP 85

13 Downtown Plaza, Norfolk, Virginia 23510

FXDX Checks

1st Tue. WFLY-1850 TV/ID on announced f/c, switch from 2nd Tue? (DS-DE)

4th Mon. KXOC-1260 w/TT only to 0116. (DY-MI)

WEND-1400 Not heard. (DY-MI)

WJYJ-1470 w/TT per 11st. (DY-MI)

WGEO-1990 w/TT to 11st. (DY-MI)

WGEO-1990 Not heard. (DY-MI)

SPECIAL

1610 -- MD (-1) MATAPIKE - First noted w/1W0 on 12/7 around 0800. Puts in a good signal at our Fair Haven, N.J cottage about 15 mi below Annapolis. Have NOT heard it in Chevy Chase as yet. Too much splash from Rockville, Md on 1600 kHz. (HH-MD)

MIDNIGHT TO MIDNIGHT

590 WLYK KY LEXINGTON - 1/29 1715 in well w/T40 in WARK null, "59 WLYK" IDs. (DS-DE)

710 CKIV PQ VILLE-MARIE - 1/26 2221 x/1 spot on WOR/GIJN. (DY-MI)

790 CKSO ON SUDbury - 1/24 2010 in WAE null, new, but in nightly now since 1/24, report sent. (BB-NY) Is 500W now. (RA)

860 WYJZ PA PITTSBURGH - 2/1800 w/full s/off while looking for WAP. (BB-DE)

870 WQAR MI EAST LANSING - 1/9 1700-1706 new, right thru WCSS-880 s/lp, w/1 back in 15 days. (BB-NY)

910 CKLY ON LINCOLN - 1/22-2035-2031 loud o/WSA/BS at Dairy Queen Store, new. (BB-NY)

930 WXMT WY HUNTINGTON - 1/21 1751 w/T40 en, local spots, rarely heard, no WSPN/WATF/WMPO. (DS-DE)

1150 KITA MO KANSAS CITY - 1/22 1745 s/off noted weekly w/GSB. (DS-DE)

260 WMMU SC GREENVILLE - 1/22 1710-1725 mostly atop w/tele-talk, sports, MoR & then gone. (DS-DE)

1390 WMXW TN ALEXANDRIA - 1/21 1732 loud against local WANG-1410 w/BSD stuff. "The Bandtastic Sound." Beeeccech! (DS-DE)

1440 WRBA IL NORMAL-BLOOMINGTON - 2/5 1830 w/final fix then local nx, no WROK, new w/deep fades. poor. (JJK-WI)

1440 WIGZ MI MEDFORD - 2/8 1849 aton for over ½ hr w/CXW nm, female announcer, local spots, XM-FM IDs. (JJK-WI)

1510 KOKY WY SPOKANE - SMC-1915 in well w/T70/400 on 1010, some WARK null, mostly - 1035-1040 w/4 on 1020-1040. (PRM-DE)

1530 9TXH MI LAPEER - 1/12 1700-1705 way o/WGY & SSB, on tape, mostly wanted, seemed louder than 5KX. (BB-NY) Directional to NY, BILL. (PA)

1540 WQCO NC CHARLOTTESVILLE - 1/24 0115 strong equal w/SWPTR w/CXW & WY, "CC-15" IDs, s/off w/o SSB. (DS-DE)

WFME PA FUNKSTOWN/WTR - 2/5 1745 s/off noted weak w/CHIN/WDON/WKIE AM/FM, WARK near. (BB-ME)

WNIO OH NILES - 2/3 1745 briefly noted ending promo then CXW & CXM & gone, rarely heard. (DS-DE)

WMSI IL EDINBURGH - 2/7 1830 fair w/ID/FM, then just. (JJK-WI)

1540 WAGC AL CHESTERFIELD - 2/5 1829 CXW & MF, then s/off. (EM-FL)

XTU MO SULLIVAN - 2/9 poor & 1844 w/FM, poor in WAP. (BB-DE)

1560 WCFM MS PASSEICOUA - 1/21 1814 s/off noted following Paul Harvey, lots of OFPR/WAG splash, weak. (DS-DE)

KPCA AR NEWPORT - 2/1 complete noted weak but alone, given Zip Code in s/off, then vocal SSB. First time heard since DX Tests in the 70's. (DS-DE)

1580 WMIS IN GOSHEN - 2/10 1815 w/off reas noted weak - 100.2 PRM-OH)

1600 WQIC PA CHESTERTON - 1/26 2200-2208, earliest ever noted w/strong WQCI QRM. (BB-NY)

WSSB AL ATMORE - 2/9 1815 s/off noted w/WAGL. (BB-MI)

WYES IN BETHESDA - 2/10 fair/medium in WARK null w/REL from 1850-1900 ID. (PRM-DE)

1600 CHYR ON SIMBRO - 2/10 very good 1904-1906 w/nx, ID o/WAGL, only 2nd time heard. (PRM-OH)

MIDNIGHT AT THE OASIS

540 CBAC NS BARRINGTON - 1/21 0012-0013 w/s/off w/mem. of CBM, x/1 for WMT LPR. (BB-NY)

550 CPWB NB BEVERLY - 2/2 poor & 1853 strong w/CXW & WY, (RB-NY)

KSD MO ST. LOUIS - 2/11 0212 "KSD St. Louis, MO" just an ID, (PRM-OH)

KSGA TX SAN ANTONIO - 2/2 0110-0115 right thru WCRK/CUBAN QRM. "55 KSGA" prom, station called, guy not too excited to know he's being heard in OH, 2nd time heard. (PRM-DE)

560 WLBX TN MEMPHIS - 2/11 0400 w/two mx, ID, logged near Cincinnati & Akron w/"Inside Memphis" talk show. (PRM-OH)

710 CKVO NP CLEVELAND - 1/16 0016-0019 weak w/local spots, station promos on 1920-1923. (BB-MI)

710 UWIT ON WITC/CEC - 2/10 1000 cycle TT raving WOR, CICRF (RB-NY)

740 CBKN NY MARYSTOWN - 2/2 0006-0011 good w/CXW "Cold Rush" o/CXW (BB-DE)

810 WJY NY SCHOENERTADY - 2/4 0012 noted off and ET.ing w/500 hz tones. (BB-DE)

810 WDBR NY BOSTON - 2/4 0140-0200 on ST/DC/ID "This is WHDH in Boston conducting engineering tests, regular programming begins 6AM." (RB-NY)

810 WYDE AL BIRMINGHAM - 2/1 0106-0120 w/off on 1904-1906 w/"Inside Memphis" talk show. (PRM-OH)

860 UHDC IN CINCINNATI - 2/1 0025-0027 w/off on 1920-1923 & REL, very weak. (RB-NY)

910 UNID ON MARRIETTSTOWN - 2/1 0207 someone testing w/1 kHz tone. (BB-DE)

910 CWLS ON KINGTON - 1/26 0230 atop w/spots while looking for KFLP rcf. (BB-DE)

910 WAGC AL BIRMINGHAM - 2/7 local-like in Au ox w/"96-BECA" slogan & 0425. (PRM-OH)

910 UNID ON - 2/1 0922-0932 w/3 breaks, talk each time, but too much WW MPR & WWQ to catch ID, you know? (PRM-OH)

970 KQH MI JACKSON - 1/29 0330 semi-local noted off. (DY-MI)

980 CKDM PQ WINNIPEG - 2/6 0336-0400 w/2400 mx, good SSB. (PRM-OH)

990 WZMD PA PHILADELPHIA - 2/1 w/o ID, QRM, "335" while listening to WWL, I get News. (PRM-OH)

VWXO TN BLOXIVILLE - 2/1 noted off leaving CBX/WTX. (PRM-OH)

1020 KDKA PA PITTSBURGH - 2/1 off this WW w/ID, leaving two SS's. (PRM-OH)

1020 UNID - 2/1 0200-0237 sweep tones w/WTX/KRLD. (BB-MI)

1130 WZIX MI WANDER - 2/1 0004 w/WWH, not enough for report. (RB-NY)

1190 CBTR PL CHARLOTTETON - 1/28 0537 good signal w/Tx en, female announcer, only 2nd time this year. (DS-DE)

VWLS FL PT. LAUSDENBURG - 2/1 0720 w/nx & ID. (EM-FL)

WBAX

A MERV GRIFFIN STATION

ONE BROADCAST PLAZA

WILKES-BARRE, PENNSYLVANIA 18703

WKBQ BIG 10

1240
INTERNATIONAL DX DIGEST

CHUCK HUTTON
P.O. BOX 2087
DECATUR, GA 30030
(404) 633-1198
BEFORE 2300 EASTERN

TIMES ARE GMT. FOR ELT SUBTRACT 5 HOURS. DEADLINES ARE USUALLY MONDAY.

210 FORKAY running w/FF 24m/33 p/m u/Monaco who was also in FF. Very tricky, nl. (Littel)

540 VENEZUELA Villa del Rosario TV0V in w/monster signal, R. Perija 0100 2/9. (Connelly)

1240 URBANIC listed 1910 on 2/9 at WGCN Feb 539.2 kHz. Not as strong as they are on 540, 000, 017 Hz (now that's a FCR).

Tripoli is running w/s, on 539 kHz 1 guess. (Littel) Libya has been heard at 2/5 0246-0254 on w/ChW w/T 40 atop crowded freq. & mx readable adjacent w/CHWO w/T 40.

CUBA unit w/UV 2 de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)

CUBA unit w/UV de Cuba 0930 1/27 -very loud and dominating, is this UNAR? Recent reports say they have moved to a channel

1240 0246-0255 w/T 40 on & mx readable adjacent w/DW 2/5 0255 on w/DW w/two spots. (RA-MA)
COSTA RICA
TLLX San Jose good w/SS male vocal 0504 2/10. (Connolly)
SURINAM Paramaribo very good w/sporting event; crowd noises and
man in Atlantic lang 0035 2/10. Slaming 3-meter against the peg
w/man in pseudo-DD 0050 2/10. (Connelly)
MEXICO AXX Mexico City good w/CKAC mullet; ID mentioning Mexico
0050 2/10. (Connolly)
AUSTRALIA 2AR Clayton heard from 1027 to 1030 on 2/2 while KGBS
740 was off the air. (Wilkinson)
COLOMBIA HJX Medellin in jumble w/Colombian mx, CARACOL mention
0030 2/10. (Connolly)
VENEZUELA YV9K Caracas loud and dominant w/disco mx, SS talk, R.
Caracas ID, then more disco 0033 2/10. (Connolly)
NEW ZEALAND 1YA Auckland heard 0040 2/10. 5 and 3 between 1000
and 1100. My most consistent ID. (Wilkosson)
COLOMBIA HJX Barranquilla rolling o/CNGJ/WJR w/LV de Barranquilla
and SS invocation mx and vocals 0045 2/10. (Connolly)
CUBA Radio 1 mix, strange as CW didn't seem to me as a hit on WLN;
no Europeans were at the time as they were quite auroral. WC generally
noted in effect from 2/6 to 2/10. (Connolly)
PANAMA SCHN/MX when off w/ 4056 2/10. (Connolly)
COSTA RICA TIN San Jose good w/Uno ID, Styx record 0700 2/9. (Connolly)
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS ZBV1 Roadtown atop Cuba (no WWBN); soul
mx good at 0057 2/10. (Connolly)
NETHERLANDS ANTELLES Bonaire PGB good w/woman in SS 0051 2/10.
(Panama)
CHILE Chitrato Canadians w/clear "El Estacionario Numero Uno" ID
0056 2/10. (Connolly)
BRAZIL SAPO 1 XHJ xint w/CARACOL ID, festive mx 0055 2/10. (Connolly)
COSTA RICA San Jose Titanias fair w/US and Latin tunes, ID by woman
mentioning onda media and "Titanias" over some 0059 1/6. (Higgins)
Good w/easy-listening instrumental, then SS 1ID voice and
overdubbed with Titanias 0056 2/10. ID by woman 0051 2/10. (Connolly)
JAPAN 2OR Osaka with man and woman alternately in JJ 0020-0023
on 2/7, islanders have been rather poor since last November. (Wilkosson)
Heightened by 2OR, SS w/Titianas interlaced w/"Little Darlings" by the
Diamonds, H-I-J-B jingle 0026 2/10. (Connolly)
Dominating a w/WWCO with ad for barn, ID, lively SS mx 0054 2/10.
(Connolly)
AUSTRALIA LKX Ron-Elmount with "Apple Blossom Time" by Andrews
Sisters, then SS 1ID xint by Dean Martin from 0022 to 0033
w/"Little Darlings" by the Diamonds, H-I-J-B jingle 0026 2/10.
(Connolly)
WILLIAMSBURG 1VUS1 (are these calls correct?) (No 1OO WWTH-CW)
heard 0100 2/10. His overpowering ID with 0700 and 1000. Their Pop
mx is really too great. (Connolly)
Australians have a funny period during this.
(Connolly)
WILKOSSON New Zealand XJNS good w/KE religion, KE and SS ID's 0730 1/31.
SPAIN Loaded on Super Radio with no external antenna. "(Higgins)
NEW ZEALAND YTC Auckland with cl mx (piano and full orchestra)
0057-0059 on 2/5. Some interference from YTC during fade at 0058.
(Connolly)
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Santo Domingo HIPJ used both R. Nacional and
R. Continental ID on 0520 2/10. (Connolly)
AUSTRALIA 2 SWL Adelaide with good pop mx and vocals 1051-105910
then news until 1102 on 2/8. (Wilkinson)
MEXICO XEY Mexico City XJX strong w/SS family drum/sax opera
0050 2/10. (Connolly)
BELIZE Punta Gorda was listening to Belize 834 at tremendous level
2/560 off 2/11 when they mentioned their repeaters and their
pickup was too much one time and hit the jackpot with 910, which had no audible domestics. Was able to
make a positive ID w/in the NA on 0309 and 910. Nothing at all
from 0506, but I didn't care after logging 910. (Higgins)
CUBA 2/7 0945-0920 ticks heard 50% of the time, beeps every
4 minute, talk seemed foreign/Idomestic on US morn. (Connolly)
DONINICA Radio Calypso, Dominica often heard around 0130 (that's what E.H. says—UK) in January here in north Sweden. Good audibility but French they talk here rather different to the French here in Europe (Mattson). Sure is, hard to understand it even if you can understand Paris French rather well—CH

MEXICO SSX unbelievably loud during very non-sensural ex with superior talk, superior beer ads. This one and XEZ sure have a lot of beer ads. 0230 2/10. (Higgins)

BRAZIL 2X956 R. Iraencas de portalezas strong signals with only some static from Brazil heard besides the Europeans this night, 2/0. At 0130 clear "Radio Iraencas" IDs. (Mattson)

BELGIUM aiming all over here //202; 2/7 at 20UL. (Liltekk)


HAIITI strong stn here nightly w/FF and SS pgmg. During SS pgmg (evening //9300) was puzzling "TV de Heorrible"//V/VK. English DC (ad/1kms sounds like) You must have been taking abbreviations lessons from Elliot Straus, hi—CH w/ heavy concentration of UF FF. AD uses FG 1330 and mentions station FM on 106 MHz. SS-off is 0500 w/ Haitian NA. Have not been able to get anything from FG pgmg. Everything points to this being Lynchburg but call and slogan (or name) a mystery. First tipped off to this at a site by Hutton on 2/7. Also uses an unreadable SID and "Radio tee hee seh" "ATICO". (Thomas) LVJCD it is. "eye tee hee seh" is actually "Haiti Inter", the strange pronunciation and timing of Haitian FF makes it difficult to recognize—CH See last week's IDXG—CH

VENEZUELA Ondas del Mar XVJD Puerto Cabello the dominating LA here in N. Sweden when it's LA ex. //1930 heard at 2350. (Mattson)

COLOMBIA 1JAS, Universal Barranquilla good at 01402/3. Several Id's. (Mattson)

GUATEMALA Consaky noted 1 kHz low on 1/7 at 0255. Back on 1/40 every time I've checked since. (Thomas)

GUINEA Conakry in w/drum mx at very low audio level on good carrier 01401/20. (Connolly)

ITALY Squintino wrapping out Berlin here, 2/7 at 0718, this typically //RIA B.C. (Liltekk)

ENGLAND two minutes after above this takes over. Radio 4 BBC Home Service //200 kHz. Still no Berlin. (Liltekk)

ENGLAND 2 different EE speakers 0153, neither //Radio 1 or 4, but definitely BBC stuff. I dunno. 2/6. (Liltekk)

FRANCE Pijiji extra loud from 1300-1700 on 2/7. Strange sounding stringed musical instruments (heard before on Fiji stations) up to 1059/40. Man heard from 0530-1100! Strange sound. Song audio after 1101 but carrier still on at 1103. (Wilkinson)

MALAYSIA Kuala Lumpur quite loud from 1126-1210 on 1/27. Played a lot of EZZ mx with female announcer, male announcer on rare occasions. (Wilkinson)

COLOMBIA 1JBS Fanto Cincio our dominating "morning Colombian" here in North Sweden. Often heard with good signals around 0700. (Mattson)

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES??? Radio Hoyer PJ09 Willemstad probably here 1726 at 0100 with definitely DD long. No ID heard so can't be 100% sure. (Mattson)

UNID Dominican Republic stn 2/11 while WCKY off, "la Emisoras mas...en republica Domincana. Radio Accion, 24 horas" 0945, TC's, OBU, mix of AS vocals and disco. Calls, city?? (Mount) HJNN, Santiago—CH

COLOMBIA WJWJ LV del Petroleo absolutely in the clear and loud with practically no trace of 1540 and consaryy 2/7. (Connolly)

COLOMBIA IDTI Calab R. Cob (ex Feraollones) fair AN 2/18 with numerous ID's. (Hutton)

COLOMBIA RZTI Fantasia at apparent 0600 w/off 2/19 with DD and frequency. (Hutton)

GABON Radiodiffusion Television Gabonesse, Libreville 2400 booming in w/African mx, PP long. w/off 0000 with clear DD and MA. (Mattson)

FRANCE Nice poor w/men and women in PP 0541 2/9. (Connolly)

USA 2/8 180-1900 w/off from 02 ppm w/back traveling 0200-0300, this not sked in WNY 77. Maybe I should get the one new? (Liltekk) Surely!!!

UNID 1905 2/5 Arabian-type bellyaching. Presume this is the new Libyan, but sure, anyone out anything on this i.e. power, place, ID, anything? (Liltekk) Maybe Elusa has AA then??

0500-0730, sports talk, Superior beer ads. That's a good one. (Littek) Sure is, hard to understand it even if you can understand Paris French rather well—CH

Clear good 2 mornings (1/26 and 27) with clear ID's and a lot of LA mx from 0700-0730, probably celebrating their year anniversary at the station as I, if I got it OK, heard "HJJF. treinta anos de Radio, (Mattson). Good and all alone 0913 2/7 with ads for Industrie Cruiz in Bogota and a couple of nice ID's. Was not there before 0930 so must have signed on then. (Hutton)

COLOMBIA 1JLF Juliana nice and in the clear 0913 2/16 w/"Espacial" ID's, not a trace of anything on 1560 except ID's. You surely wouldn't want to hear ID's with Definitely DD lang. No ID's heard so can't be 100% sure. (Mattson)

COLOMBIA 1JRL Yanina likely, carrier on 0415 2/27 but absolutely no audio at 0330 or after. (Higgins)

1500 UBH probably OA station? Mexico XEV039, Puerto Rico or it could be, Colombian. (Mattson)

WEST GERMANY WDR Langenberg poor to fair but only TA producing acceptable audio. German folk mx, three songs in a row, presumed DD by man in DU at 0630 2/17, then mx until 0304. First TA out here and very happily reported!! Report sent. Carriers now on 1500, 1530, 1557, 1559, and 1604, all unid. (Higgins)

HATTAN TA, Skavje poor-fair and best ever 1035 2/15 w/man in FF and organ mx. Some religious-type songs briefly clear. (Hutton)

Mark Connelly R390A, WZ, car radio Billerica, MA
Chuck Johnson R390A, Z 3900, phased Beverages Decatur, Ill.
Armin Liltekk TFP8 Riverside, Ill.
Stephen McIntire TFP8 Del Moines, IA
Paul Oulton TFP8, SM1, GE Super Radio Nelsonville, OH
Gerry Thomas modified FK7, loop Peninsula, Fla.
Jenkinson Wilkinson SF6000, Sanserino loop Santa Rosa, Ca.
Yngve Mattsson R392 W/mech. filter, Beverages Overkalix, Sweden

KMMZ 5,000 Watts
1140 KHZ
P.O. Box 806
Greensburg, Wisconsin 53826-0806
(307) 768-2323
February 4, 1980

Dear Mr. Eiisentraeger:

I'm writing in response to your letter dated January 14, 1980.

KMMZ operates on 5000 watts of power from a Harris Transmitter...Non-directional antenna. We program 606 Country & Western music...with light Adult Contemporary and some standards. You'll hear a lot of local and area news, local sports, and we play KMMZ 1200,00 on weekdays, Monday through Friday.

Something you might want to make note of...We are currently filing to the F.C.C. for permission to increase power to 10,000 watts.

Good luck in your radio work!

Sincerely,

Steven L. Maxey
Station Manager—KMMZ
Mr. Henry S. Holbrook  
7211 Chesnut Street  
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015

Dear Sir,

I am pleased to acknowledge your reception of our experimental traveler's information station on 1610 KHz AM. The transmitter is located on Kent Island at Matapeake. It is operated by this department in co-operation with the U.S. Coast Guard. It is the first station of its type in the nation to be used for marine information and was placed in service on November 21, 1979 at 1300 hours.

The transmitter and associated equipment is manufactured by Audio Sine Inc. and has a rated output power of 10 watts. The antenna height is 15 feet. The average range of the station is about 5 miles.

Due to the limited range and experimental nature of the station, no call sign was issued. In response to QSL request, I have requested a call sign and it should be available soon.

Sincerely,

Sgt. R. H. Thayer
Matapeake Radio Shop

PIRATE RADIO NEW ENGLAND

Wll 1620 kHz

Jerry Starr and Kon Rychalsky

This graph shows the daily variations in \( A_{93} \), the Fredericksburg (VA) index of geomagnetic activity in the earth's magnetic field. High values (above 20) indicate that medium wave signals in upper latitude paths will likely be absorbed, thus resulting in 'auroral conditions', with signals from the South and from local stations predominating due to this absorption of the more northerly signals. Low values over a period of time indicate a likelihood of more receptions on the higher-latitude paths—more, and more northerly TA's and TP's. Several days of low values following higher ones are needed for conditions to return to 'normal', due to residual absorption. Long periods of extremely low values (5 or less) are necessary to raise the possibility of good high-latitude conditions throughout the entire MW band, although this is not the only requirement. For additional information on use of the \( A_{93} \), and related indices as a DX tool, consult the NRC Reprints List for relevant articles. --RIE
After more than a decade of silence, Cuba has resumed radio transmissions in English for North America and the Caribbean.

"The Voice of Cuba" says it is Havana's English-language service.

Its powerful broadcasts can be heard through large sections of the southeastern and central United States at the 600 KHz point on the AM dial, according to the Associated Press.

IN MIAMI, the Voice of Cuba frequency is near WIOD's (610 KHz).

Steve Zeigler, a WIOD engineer, said Monday evening that the station complained last December to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) about interference from Cuban broadcasts, which has persisted intermittently until as recently as Saturday night.

So far, WIOD's interference problems have been from Spanish-language broadcasts from Cuba, Zeigler said.

But in cities such as Jacksonville, Memphis, Baltimore and Winston-Salem, N.C., the new English-language broadcasts have interfered with local radio stations.

"Officials at the Cuban Interests Section in Washington, D.C., have been unable to pick up the late-night Cuban music, news and commentary.

"We have tried to listen to it here, but haven't been able to do so with all the tall buildings around," said Miguel Martinez, first secretary for press relations in the Cuban Interests Section. He said he understood the English-language broadcasts had started "a little before Feb. 10."

THE VOICE OF CUBA broadcasts from about 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.

Fred Perkins, a technician at the FCC monitoring station in Fort Lauderdale, said the 600 frequency has been used by Radio Rebelde, a Cuban station, for years. Since the FCC station is more interested in monitoring the frequencies used for transmissions, rather than the nature of the broadcasts, Perkins said he did not know of the English-language service.

But a local ham radio operator said he has heard the broadcasts in English for quite a while.

"If my memory doesn't fail me, that station started broadcasting in English about a year ago," said Hugo Alvarez, president of Interamerican Radio Club. "They use the same frequency Radio Rebelde [Rebel Progreso] uses during the day."

During the 1960s, two Cuban AM radio stations transmitted in English to the United States. "The Friendly Voice of Cuba" broadcast full-time in English with a news and Cuban music format. The other, Radio Progreso, broadcast a show called "Radio Free Dixie" on Friday and Saturday nights.

"Radio Free Dixie" was geared for the black population in the United States.

The United States broadcasts in Spanish for Cuba from the Voice of the Americas station in Marathon.
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USED Cassettes for a Cigarette

Stan Macus - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts - 01330

Warner Bros 1120 Salem, R.I. is still off at 25/6/80. Varieties in from Warner Bros 1220 in less than a week. There are even some tapes of the second annual concert in Allentown, Pa. (Sun) which features such top acts as the Beach Boys and the Beatles. The show is sponsored by the Allentown Symphony Orchestra. The concert is scheduled for 8 p.m. at the Allentown Civic Center. Tickets are $5 each. For further information, call 610-825-2000.

Yankee Keg - 427 East Cambridge St - Springfield, Massachusetts - 01007

Let's hope this makes the Old timers' circle. I've been with the club for 15 years with the same group. The DX wasn't too good, but we got some 1100-1400 w/s and 500-5000 w/s. The 20 meter DX was from the East Coast and a few from the West. We also had a few DX from the Middle East and a few from the Far East. The 50 meter DX was from the West Coast and a few from the East Coast. We also had a few DX from the Middle East and a few from the Far East.

Received a lot of old DXs on this issue. Many reports are still coming in, and we hope to see many more in the future. We will be reporting DXs from the West Coast and a few from the East Coast. We also had a few DX from the Middle East and a few from the Far East.

I'm still listening to the DXs from the West Coast and a few from the East Coast. We also had a few DX from the Middle East and a few from the Far East. We will be reporting DXs from the West Coast and a few from the East Coast. We also had a few DX from the Middle East and a few from the Far East.

STEVE FRANCES - 1620 Lodge Street - Iola, Wisconsin - 54745
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STEVEN GETTING A NEW DX-2 SCW

STEVE MILLS - Boston, Massachusetts

Hello everyone. How's DX out there? It's the middle of February, and my school vacation has just come to an end. The vacation was a lot of fun, but now it's time to get back to work. Anyways, here's what I've been doing:

On 12/23, I received an email from a club member in England who was visiting the K2ZIO station in Los Angeles. He mentioned that he would be in Verona, Wisconsin, and possibly other locations around the U.S., where he heard some QRM heard on DX. So, I decided to check it out.

The DXQSL site mentioned a station that was active during the weekend. It was K2ZIO, a well-known station in the Midwest. I decided to listen in and see if I could make a contact. Sure enough, I was able to make contact with the station, and we had a great conversation. The caller mentioned he's heard about the DX weekend, and he was happy to talk about it.

In other news, while DXing on 20 m, I stopped by the QSL office of the Verona Amateur Radio Club, and I mentioned that I was interested inDXing. The guy I talked to was very friendly, and he invited me to come back and talk to them more. He also mentioned that they were having a DX weekend next month, and I should definitely join them.
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Hello fellow DXer.

I am 43 years of age, and I have been DXing for some time now. I have been active in DXing for over 10 years, and I enjoy the thrill of chasing new countries.

I have found that DXing is not just about the equipment, but also about the camaraderie and the shared experience of pursuing a common goal.

For me, DXing is a way to connect with people from all over the world, and to learn about different cultures and ways of life.

I hope you enjoy DXing as much as I do, and I look forward to hearing from you on the bands.

Best regards,

[Signature]


**MUSICAL HIGHLIGHTS**

New Mexico 1-300 was heard at radio station KVLA, Albuquerque. The NEW is a DX station and has been heard on the air since 1960.

**CARLIT'S DX HIGHLIGHTS**

- CARLIT's DX highlights include the following:
  - New Mexico 1-300 was heard at radio station KVLA, Albuquerque.

**WELCOM TO THE WELCOME WAREHOUSE**

- The WELCOME WAREHOUSE is located at 4575 Pelham Parkway South, The Bronx, New York.

**DON CLEMONS**

- DON CLEMONS is a well-known DXer who has been in the hobby since 1956.

**WELCOME WAREHOUSE**

- The WELCOME WAREHOUSE is located at 4575 Pelham Parkway South, The Bronx, New York.
PARTINGS \-
- EARLY DX MEMORIES - PART I

by MARK CONNELLY

MY radio hobby began after I got a cheap five-tube radio for my 11th birthday in March, 1959. My folks liked classical music, but I preferred pop music and country. At first, my radio listening was on the sly, as my folks thought rock was trash. The radio had a wax-covered loop on its cardboard back quakes by accident. I discovered that moving the loop to a particular distance from a nearby fence post would enhance the signal. A crude repeater, I used the radio on one night and discovered many new stations never heard during the day. I listened to stations in Miami, Fort Lauderdale, Tampa, and Orlando. The DX now has 23 members in Florida. I will be in contact with Ken DX has picked up here. I wonder what the other DXers are doing.

And so we have the "DXers of the Year" contribution to this fine issue of DX NINC.

As you can see, this is a real "DXers of the Year" award.

We have invited you to continue to use the DXer's annual list of DXers of the Year.

The DXers of the Year are:

1. M. Boward Baum, US
2. R. J. Parra, GM
3. M. E. Dohgan, M
4. C. R. Johnson, GP
5. R. D. M. Dyer, GM
6. L. S. McLean, GM
7. D. Lane, GM
8. R. F. Freeman, GM
9. H. F. Showman, GM
10. R. D. Lewis, GM
11. F. C. Tomlinson, GM
12. G. C. Sturges, GM
13. H. F. Showsman, GM
14. R. D. Lewis, GM
15. F. C. Tomlinson, GM
16. G. C. Sturges, GM
17. H. F. Showsman, GM
18. R. D. Lewis, GM
19. F. C. Tomlinson, GM
20. G. C. Sturges, GM
21. H. F. Showsman, GM
22. R. D. Lewis, GM
23. F. C. Tomlinson, GM

MOOTBALL MEMORIES

by MARK CONNELLY

I was 11 years old and living in Bloomfield, Kentucky, in 1959. I was a football fan and listened to every game on the radio. I would listen to the game on the four-letter被评为 "Mootball Memories" of the Year.

We have other DXers of the Year, but we will save those for next year.

We invite you to send in your thoughts and experiences on DXing.

We have invited you to continue to use the DXer's annual list of DXers of the Year.

The DXers of the Year are:

1. M. Boward Baum, US
2. R. J. Parra, GM
3. M. E. Dohgan, M
4. C. R. Johnson, GP
5. R. D. M. Dyer, GM
6. L. S. McLean, GM
7. D. Lane, GM
8. R. F. Freeman, GM
9. H. F. Showman, GM
10. R. D. Lewis, GM
11. F. C. Tomlinson, GM
12. G. C. Sturges, GM
13. H. F. Showsman, GM
14. R. D. Lewis, GM
15. F. C. Tomlinson, GM
16. G. C. Sturges, GM
17. H. F. Showsman, GM
18. R. D. Lewis, GM
19. F. C. Tomlinson, GM
20. G. C. Sturges, GM
21. H. F. Showsman, GM
22. R. D. Lewis, GM
23. F. C. Tomlinson, GM